Lab Address:

**Susan Taylor**
Leichtag Biomedical Research Building
4th Floor, Room 415
9500 Gilman Dr. 0654
La Jolla, CA 92093
Phone: 858 534-3677
Fax: 858 534-8193
staylor@ucsd.edu

**Mary Ellen Perry, Lab Manager**
Leichtag Biomedical Research Building
4th Floor, Room 412
9500 Gilman Dr. 0654
La Jolla, CA 92093
Phone: 858 534-8190
maryeper@ucsd.edu

**Lab Information**
Leichtag Biomedical Research Building
4th Floor
9500 Gilman Dr. 0654
La Jolla, CA 92093

**Carolyn Huttenmaier**
Administrative Assistant
Phone: 858 534-5554

***The Laboratory in Leichtag is colored yellow above. Occasionally, seminars and meetings are held in rooms designated by green boxes above.***